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Introduction
• OSNAP data show that the eastern subpolar gyre (SPG) dominates the mean and monthly-interannual 

variability of AMOC, not the Labrador Sea (Lozier et al., Science, 2019).
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• OSNAP data show that the eastern subpolar gyre (SPG) dominates the mean and monthly-interannual 

variability of AMOC, not the Labrador Sea (Lozier et al., Science, 2019).

• Other recent observational work underscores the importance of water mass transformation in the Irminger
Sea in the high latitude closure of AMOC(𝝈) (Chafik & Rossby 2019; Desbruyères et al. 2019; Le Bras et 
al. 2020; Petit et al. 2020).

“…production of dense water overflow 
water in
Nordic Seas key to the state of the MOC 
not the Labrador Sea.”

“The prevailing hypothesis is that dense waters formed in 
the Labrador and Nordic Seas are the sources for the 
AMOC lower limb. However, recent observations reveal 
that convection in the Labrador Sea contributes 
minimally to the total overturning of the subpolar gyre.”
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• Other recent observational work underscores the importance of water mass transformation in the Irminger
Sea in the high latitude closure of AMOC(𝝈) (Chafik & Rossby 2019; Desbruyères et al. 2019; Le Bras et 
al. 2020; Petit et al. 2020).

• Meanwhile, climate model studies have long emphasized the links between Labrador Sea processes (deep 
convection; LSW production; LS density) and low-frequency variability (Robson et al. 2016; Ortega et al. 
2020) and predictability (Yeager & Robson 2017; Yeager 2020) in the subpolar North Atlantic (SPNA).



Introduction

• How to reconcile? 
- Model bias results in overemphasis on Lab Sea processes (Li et  al. 2019; Heuzé 2017)
- Key LS density signals are not locally forced but are advected in from the eastern SPG 
(Menary et al. 2020)
- Surface transformation and ventilation are not co-located (MacGilchrist et al. 2020)
- The active role of the Labrador Sea is most apparent at longer (decadal) timescales

• Today:  new perspective on low-frequency AMOC mechanisms from a long eddy-resolving pre-industrial 
control simulation



Twin Pre-Industrial Coupled Control Simulations using CESM1.3

Chang et al. (2020)

• Low Resolution (LR):  ~1° ocean, atmosphere, sea ice, land
• High Resolution (HR): ~0.1° ocean, sea ice; ~0.25° atmosphere, land

• Forcing: Constant Preindustrial (1850)
• Simulation length: 500 years
• Analysis: years 200-500
• Focus:  Low-frequency (LF == 10+ year period) variability



Winter Deep Convection

SPNA Regions:
1. Labrador Sea (LAB)
2. Western SPG (SPG-west)
3. Eastern SPG (SPG-east)
4. Irminger Sea & Iceland Basin (IRM)
5. Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian seas (GIN)
6. Arctic (ARC)



OSNAP Overturning
LR: HR:

21-month mean & std. dev:   
black line (301-year mean)
grey shade (301-year min/max range)

Mean

Std Dev



Density-Space Overturning

• Maximum LF variance at/near LSW layer

• Secondary band of high LF variance in NAC (will argue this derives from LSW variance!)



Surface Water Mass Transformation (WMT) and Formation (WMF)

LR:
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Surface Density Flux:

Surface WMT:

Surface WMF:

Walin (1982); Tziperman (1986); Speer & 
Tziperman (1992); Speer (1997); Nurser et 
al. (1999); Marsh (2000); etc.

HR:

Surface-forced overturning north of 45°N: 



Surface Forced Overturning from HR

LAB plays minor role in mean 
WMT overall, but large role in 
transformation into dense 
NADW & formation of LSW.

LF variability is maximum in 
LSW layer, with outsized role for 
local buoyancy forcing in LAB 
region

LF variance of deep AMOC(𝛔) 
is related to anomalous surface 
transformation/formation of 
LSW, in particular

OSNAP East/West show similar 
LF variance in deep limb



HR: LF Variability

SPG-eastSPG-west

LAB

IRM

GIN

dLSW = anomalous surface WMF in dLSW layer in LAB region
dotted lines = location of streamfunction maximum  



HR: LF Variability
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• Large AMOC(𝝈) signals emanate from dLSW, propagate 
”upward” in density space

dLSW = anomalous surface WMF in dLSW layer in LAB region
dotted lines = location of streamfunction maximum  



HR: LF Variability
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• Large AMOC(𝝈) signals emanate from dLSW, propagate 
”upward” in density space

• Surface WMT in SPNA lags NAC, propagates “downward” in 
density space (particularly in eastern SPNA)

dLSW = anomalous surface WMF in dLSW layer in LAB region
dotted lines = location of streamfunction maximum  



HR: LF Variability

SPG-eastSPG-west
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• Large AMOC(𝝈) signals emanate from dLSW, propagate 
”upward” in density space

• Surface WMT in SPNA lags NAC, propagates “downward” in 
density space (particularly in eastern SPNA)

• Evidence that dLSW anomalies themselves are (usually) 
preconditioned by anomalous transformation in the eastern SPG

dLSW = anomalous surface WMF in dLSW layer in LAB region
dotted lines = location of streamfunction maximum  



HR: LF Variability

• LAB region does much of the heavy lifting in the critical final 
stage of transformation into dense LSW



Lag Composites on positive (>1𝞂)  AMOC(𝞂2, 45°N)max

AMOC
lags

AMOC
leads

HR AMOC in 4-D

Coupling between LF variations in lower/upper limbs of 
SPNA AMOC arises via ∇SSH’ driven by deep LSW 
thickness anomalies  



Conclusions

• A (HR) CESM PI control simulation appears largely compatible with recent work arguing for the dominance 
of the eastern SPG in the high latitude closure of AMOC(𝝈)  (Lozier et al. 2019; Chafik & Rossby 2019; 
Desbruyères et al. 2019; Menary et al. 2020; Petit et al. 2020).

 In LR, diapycnal transformation in Lab Sea is too strong
 Significantly improved realism in HR suggests it can provide plausible low-frequency context for obs

• Despite low mean surface transformation in the Lab Sea, anomalous transformation/formation at the tail 
end of NADW production (LSW) is implicated as a key pacemaker of low frequency AMOC variability. 

 Preconditioning in the eastern SPG is important, but local Lab Sea surface transformation is critical element
 Evidence of multidecadal gyre mode with AMOC both driving and responding to surface transformation in the 
eastern SPNA (Menary et al. 2015; Langehaug et al. 2012)
 LS metrics appear (at the very least) to be very good indicators of SPNA cumulative transformation

• AMOC(𝝈) is driven “from below”, with lower/upper limb coupling associated with coherent changes in LSW 
thickness & SSH. 

 Highlights role of surface formation in AMOC dynamics & N. Atlantic decadal predictability



HR: LF Variability

• Lag Correlations with AMOC(𝞂2, 45°N)max

• Dashed lines = mean location of max overturning



HR AMOC in 4-D

Lag Correlations with AMOC(𝞂2, 45°N)max

AMOC
lags

AMOC
leads



Surface Forced Overturning from LR



LR: LF Variability

dLSW = anomalous surface WMF in dLSW layer within LAB region 



Simulation Overview

Chang et al. (2020)

TOA Imbalance & Drift:

SST*:

AMOC* & AMHT*:

*Historical/Future Simulations



Is there a link between LSW formation & AMOC timescale? 



HR: OMIP2 Simulation

• Color Fill:  dLSW thickness
• Contours:  low-pass filtered SSH

• High-res equivalent of animation described in Yeager 
(Clim Dyn, 2020)


